
Department of Energy
Albuquerque Operations Office

P. O. Box 5400
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185-5400

FEB 09 1994
Mr. Joseph Holonich, Acting Chief
Uranium Rccovcry Branch
Division of Low-Level Waste
Management & Decommissioning

Office of Nuclear Materials Safety
and Safeguards

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Mail Stop 5E-4 OWFN
Washington, DC 20555

Dear Mr. Holonich:

On January 19, 1994. the Uranium Mill Trailings Remedial Action (UMTRA) Project
Office held a "mini stand-down" with Project stakeholders and UMTRA staff to identify
problems, issues and opportunities that could reduce costs and improve schedule
performance of environmental restoration projects. Approximately 35 people
participated, including regulators, state UMTRA representatives contractors, and
UMTRA staff.

Enclosed for you information is a copy of the summary and recommendations developed
as a result of the "mini stand-down." These recommendations were carried forward

during the Albuquerque Operations Office (AL) Environmental Management Stand-
Down held January 25-27,1994. An Action Plan is currently being prepared for AL, and
will be sent to Thomas Grumbly, Assistant Secretary for Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management in February.

The UMTRA Project Office "mini stand-down" was considered a success by all of its
participants. Your consideration of the issues and barriers for effective performance will
certainly improve the Project's ability to strive for a higher level of excellence. I would
like to express my sincere appreciation for your participation. The UMTRA "mini stand-
down" was not an end in itself but the beginning of greatly improved project
performance.

If you have additional suggestions or questions, please contact Gacton Balance at
(505) 845-5636.

Sincerely.

Albert R. Chernoff
Project Manager
Uranium Mill Tailings Remedial Action

Project Office



UMTRA STAND DOWN

JANUARY 19, 1994

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS



INTRODUCTION

The DOE UMTRA Project Office hosted a project wide stand down on January 19, 1994. The
purpose of the stand down was to identify the opportunities to cur project costs as well as
enhance schedule performance and client satisfaction.

The PO invited all the affected states, tribes, and contractors to participate. The state of
Idaho, the HOPI Tribe, the Navaho Nation, provided representatives as did the Technical
Assistance Contractor (TAC), the Remedial Action Contractor (RAC). and the Grand Junction
Project support Contractor. Wider participation on the part of the stakeholders would have
been facilitated if more advance notice could have been provided.

The group convened at 8 a.m. and watched the Grumbly video and agreed on a format for the
rest of the day. The format selected was to break up into smaller working groups and then
reconvene at the end of the day to report each group's findings and recommendations.

The topics for each group and the respective group loaders were:

Contracting Loretta Fahy (DOE)

Environmental Assessment and Remediation - Russel Edge (DOE)

Project Management and Cost Controls Nancy Lindas (DOE)

Roles and Responsibilities - Ray Bennett (TAC)

The results of each groups efforts are summarized on the following pages.



Contracting

Group focused on improving contracting through scope definition and better DOE oversight.

The importance of scope definition prior to issuance of RFP was discussed - make it detailed,
modular (operating unit, site or lowest meaningful level) and DOE owned. Use BOA or ARC
methods to develop detailed scope definitions. Use existing information as basis, determine
what you need to know from there, and draw from expertise available (locals, former site
owners/operators, state and tribal representatives, former or current employees). Focus
should be on what needs to be cleaned up, not how it should be done.

Must have qualified DOE staff to develop the RFP to manage the contract after the award.
Staff should include cost estimators, contract administrators, schedulers, and
engineers/scientists/managers with construction experience. Dedicated staff must be
assigned to the project: contracting officer, COR and COTR (in field). Must be able to operate
the contract in real time, changes in scope, modifications, additional funding, etc.

Options for contracting: conceptual design, final design, and construction, or conceptual
design and final design and construct. For construction portion use firm fixed price contracts -
eliminates problems with cost reimbursable issues and allows contractor to make decisions

in the field on how to perform. Keep contracts to cover work on smallest meaningful unit (all,
site, etc.). Define scope for remedial action- quantities and parameters, size, regulations/DOE
Ordors sot performance standards not procedural standards.

Issues that impact DOE's ability to manage effectively: too much control in wrong areas: too
little control in right areas lack of qualified, in house FTEs: too much reliance on contractor
support due to lack of qualified DOE staff.

Recommendations for acquiring staff: use tighter position descriptions/classifications, use
priority placement effectively no reactor retreads; focus on ability to recruit from qualified
sources example, US Army Corps of Engineers develop and use effective employee
evaluations, recognize need for qualified staff at all levels of DOE from HQ to site.

Recognize impact of DOE Orders to costs and schedules. Adopting these midstream has a
rolling effect on changes to prime down to subs. Be sure order is necessary to implement
at lowest level to be applied before requiring it - analyze applicability at OU or site level not
across the board. Need to move away from weapons building/reactor mentality of every order
applies everywhere.

Too much reliance on level of effort contracts to support DOE. Contractors are serving as
DOE surrogates, contractor drive work effort, DOE not sufficiently in control but this is not
completely doable. Solution assign dedicated contractor staff for specific projects/OU
(lowest meaningful unit effort): limit undefined tasks in LOE contracts; assign qualified.
dedicated DOE staff to work with dedicated contractor staff; define as much of level of effort
as can and assign budget to it.

Carry lessons learned to other projects.

The most important issue discussed by group need for better scope definition.



Project Management and Cost Controls

The recommendations from this group are very similar to the those developed by the
Contracting group. The same concerns regarding a lack of within the project contract support
were identified as well as the need for within the project legal, public affairs, finance, and real
estate support. Other recommendations are:

1) Phased project authorization is required Phase 1 is to define the problem at the
site. This requires little money and has few risks, therefore it requires few
management controls. Phase 2 is to determine what options exist to solve the
problem if it exists, including technical, legal, economic, and other factors. Sites
determine options for HO to choose from. Only if remedial action is chosen will
a project office be set up. Phase 3 is to implement remedial action. At the start
of each phase both EM and the PO or site need to commit to supporting that
phase's baseline completely. This includes funding, staffing, and support
activities. Baselines should include a quantifiable measure of risk and an
estimate of acceptable variations. The project would be considered in control
as long as actual costs are within the acceptable range.

2) Enhanced coordination and scheduling of regulatory and permitting schedules.
The PO must schedule regulatory requirements. EM and other HO organizations
can then roll up requirements into DOE wide lists. EM can then negotiate
required work with regulators (MOA. The POs can then commit to schedules
and regulatory agencies commit to getting the resources to support the turn
around times required to support the schedule. The PO could negotiate with
local permitting agencies in the same manner.

3) Build schedules containing risk based contingencies:

a) Uncontrollable events, regulatory delays, additional quantities, real
estate issues can delay the best planned schedules. Therefore allow for
these in setting milestones with HQ and regulators.

b) Approach allows flexibility to accelerate schedules.

c) Schedule in Phases - as risks decline greater precision is possible.

4) Exchange personnel and information among project offices:

a) EM could develop a lessons learned data base, include technical,
regulatory, and budgetary information.

b) Allow DOE and Contractor personnel to move from one project to
another (detail assignments) for a meaningful period of time. Need a
contract mechanism to allow

5) Recommend that support functions such as contracting, legal, public
affairs,finance and real estate be within the project office or at least committed
to its cost, schedule, and technical success if they remain in a field or HO
office.



Environmental Assessment and Restoration

The group examining this issue identified numerous barriers and potential solutions:

1) The Duplication of Effort -This can be mitigated by the review of MOAs/MOUs.
task plans, contracts etc. to identify areas of duplication. Efforts may then be
consolidated and clear direction provided to the contractors. Streamlining the
review process to eliminate duplicate reviews will also enhance the process.

2) The NEPA Process - The Field Offices should be empowered with the authority
and responsibility for NEPA review and approval.

3) Lengthy Review Processes by Other Agencies Develop and adhere to MOUs
and MOAs stating the review times allowed and plan accordingly.

4) Rework Caused by multiple Reviews and Micro Reviews - The DOE should
obtain early and informal participation by other agencies. Develop agreements
on the contents of reviews and overall level.

5) Unclear Expectations and Direction -The DOE should act as a facilitator among
groups and provide clear and consistent direction to its contractors.

6) Lack of Adequate and Timely Matrix Support From DOE - The project should
have dedicated legal, financial, and contract support. This could be provided
within the project office or by a team within the Albuquerque office.

7) Lack of Policy and Direction on Crucial Issues - If DOE HQ cannot provide this
then delegate it to the project level. Make a decision and stick with it.

8) Lack of Continuity and Consistency - The DOE and their contractors should
have procedures and training plans in place to smooth transitions required by
personnel turnover.

9) Nonessential Activities - This is a product of a one size fits all mentality.
Requirements should be prioritized to allow the judicious use of resources.

10) Audit Function - The recommendations are similar to those expressed in the
roles and responsibilities section.

11) Nonapplicable DOE Orders and Irrelevant Requirements - Allow the project to
determine which should apply to them. Eliminate those which do not.

1 2) History of Conflicts and Communication With Stakeholders - Get stakeholders
involved in working groups. Conduct team building exercises.

13) Lack of Buy-In by Stakeholders for Groundwater - Identify opportunities for
enhanced communications, use public meetings in an interactive format.

14) Lack of Data Validation For Older Data - Use DQOs to tie data requirements to
clean up activities.



Roles and Responsibilities

Multiple problems associated with the current arrangement between the UMTRA Project Office
and DOE HQ were identified. Higher levels within the DOE are not sensitive to the cost and
schedule impacts associated with some requirements which have been leveled on the project.
Specific examples include NEPA document coordination within HQ and the resulting delays
to the field, the possible requirement to write Safety Analysis Reports (SARs) for the non-
nuclear facilities UMTRA Project, the requirements for Requirement Identification Documents
(RIDS), and legal support for determining implementation of land annotation records by the
staies/counties. If the approval authority for these actions could be delegated to the Project
Office level, significant schedule delays could be avoided. The specific recommendations are:

1) DOE HQ should set general policy. The Project Office should then decide how
(and to what extent) the policies affect the overall project and/or specific site(s)
and how to implement the policy. The contractors then follow the
implementation guidance provided by the Project Office.

2) The DOE needs to clarify the roles of various organizations, EM vs. EH, EM-20
vs. EM-40. The Project Office has not been able to determine who has the
authority to approve some requests, and is concerned about the duplication of
responsibilities between Headquarters organizations.

3) Once a policy or implementation plan has been issued the follow up actions
(whether audits or reviews) should only go one level down. Thus the Project
Office would audit the TAC and RAC, Albuquerque Operations Office or DOE
HO would audit the Project Office, but not the TAC or RAC. EM-40
organizations should not be duplicating audits by EH organizations.

4) Specific recommended audit/review guidelines include:

a) DOE should take ownership of the review process. Currently many HO
audit and review teams come out with little or no DOE representation.
Project Office contractors are therefore in the position of having to
spend 100's if not 1000's of hours in preparation for, and in response
to audits conducted exclusively by other contractors with little
knowledge of the project.

b) A graded approach to audits should be used. The emphasis should be on
items with high risk or high costs. Items associated with lower risks or
marginal costs do not require the same level of scrutiny.

c) The HQ audit Albuquerque Operations Office review team should have
a clearly defined scope and coordinate the audit with the organization
being audited. Unannounced safety or Quality Assurance audits could
still be conducted. The project has experienced multiple budget
reviews validations where the project was not told what information the
auditors wanted to see. In addition to the scope of the audit being
clearly defined, the anticipated value added by having the audit should
be clearly stated and compared to the cost of the audit.



d) The audit reports need to be timely and accurate. The results of a recent
transportation audit were not received until the operation was complete.
A recent budget review contained factual errors which the audit team
did not correct.

The advantages to implementing these recommendations are a reduced number of audits, less
time required in preparation, and more effective use of the staff resulting in substantial cost
savings to the tax payers and improved productivity and efficiency.

A recommendation for the UMTRA project is that the TAC and Project Office evaluate the
effectiveness of their internal management structures and reporting systems including
deliverables, and how well they support the project.



SUMMARY

The results of this evaluation can be summarized very simply. The DOE needs to drop its
historical one size fits all approach and allow the project managers to manage their projects.
This will require giving them the necessary resources and authority to do so. The DOE HQ
organizations should become a source of assistance rather than a source of requirements.


